
Sewing skill is
not required but

at least you
know how to

take the exact
body

measurements.

Plus size fashion
related home-
based business

ideas
      
  Partnering with  
your local
seamstresses

1. Create and sell patterns in
any form like PDF or printed.
Customers DO NOT NEED to be
good at sewing. How does it
work? You may have to
measure them in person,
virtually or through online form
then bring or email/send it to
the seamstress near or within
the customer area. Think about
the logistics. It will be faster to
ship out the product and more
convenient should it require a
bit of alteration. Don't forget to
put your label in it (this is
optional if you don't have).
However, we recommend
putting your own label as it will
help you build your brand in the
long run.



4. Similar to item #1, distribute your
patterns to different seamstresses in
your locality or anywhere in the world

where your followers reside. When
you get an order, you can direct your

seamstress partners to produce it.
This way, you will not get stuck with

inventory. Note, you only do this when
it is your own creation as patterns
have copyright and you must not

reproduce.

5. Create or buy a pattern and
mass produce in a variety of

sizes with your local seamstress.
Note, you can use different

fabrics and patterns then post
to sell to your followers.

2. Buy PDF patterns online
and get orders from your
followers who want to get it
tailored for them. Follow the
same principle in item #1,
however, you can't simply
put your own label in it as it
was not your own creation.
Save yourself a legal
trouble. 

3. If you want to do the same
principle as item #4 for

patterns you bought online,
you may have to actually buy

multiple units of the same
pattern or contact the

designer/seller and make an
agreement with them as it is
solely their own discretion.


